Automated neuromelanin imaging as a diagnostic biomarker for Parkinson's disease.
We aimed to analyze the diagnostic accuracy of an automated segmentation and quantification method of the SNc and locus coeruleus (LC) volumes based on neuromelanin (NM)-sensitive MRI (NM-MRI) in patients with idiopathic (iPD) and monogenic (iPD) Parkinson's disease (PD). Thirty-six patients (23 idiopathic and 13 monogenic PARKIN or LRRK2 mutations) and 37 age-matched healthy controls underwent 3T-NM-MRI. SNc and LC volumetry were performed using fully automated multi-image atlas segmentation. The diagnostic performance to differentiate PD from controls was measured using the area under the curve (AUC) and likelihood ratios based on receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analyses. We found a significant reduction of SNc and LC volumes in patients, when compared to controls. ROC analysis showed better diagnostic accuracy when using SNc volume than LC volume. Significant differences between ipsilateral and contralateral SNc volumes, in relation to the more clinically affected side, were found in patients with iPD (P = 0.007). Contralateral atrophy in the SNc showed the highest power to discriminate PD subjects from controls (AUC, 0.93-0.94; sensitivity, 91%-92%; specificity, 89%; positive likelihood ratio: 8.4-8.5; negative likelihood ratio: 0.09-0.1 at a single cut-off point). Interval likelihood ratios for contralateral SNc volume improved the diagnostic accuracy of volumetric measurements. SNc and LC volumetry based on NM-MRI resulting from the automated segmentation and quantification technique can yield high diagnostic accuracy for differentiating PD from health and might be an unbiased disease biomarker. © 2015 International Parkinson and Movement Disorder Society.